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ADAPTIVE MAXIMUM-LIKELШOOD-LIKE 
ESTIMATЮN IN LINEAR MODELS 
Part 1. Consistency 
JAN ÁMOS VISEK 
An adaptive estimator of regression model coefficients based on maximization of kernel estimate of 
likelihood is proposed. Its consistency (in Part 1) and asymptotic normality (in Part 2) is proved. An 
asymptotic representation of the estimate implies also its asymptotic efficiency. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuation of [6] and [7] which has shown that the adaptive est imator of 
regression coefficients based on minimization of Hellinger distance of the density est imate 
of residuals and the density estimate of "mirror reflection of residuals" is not efficient for 
dimensions larger than one. 
Hence the present paper brings a new proposal of adaptive estimator of linear regres-
sion model coefficients based on estimating density of residuals. The estimate of density 
of residuals uses a preliminary estimate of regression coefficients and than applies maxi-
mum likelihood technique. This new estimator is proved to be efficient in the sense given 
in Corollary 1 at the end of this paper. 
One of the main problems lies in proving consistency of proposed estimator. Solution of 
this problem may be surely given in a similar way as in [4] requiring some rather abstract 
conditions on probability distribution of (carriers and) errors. This paper preferred to 
stay conditions in a way which may seem less verifiable but which are more transparent 
namely tha t (very) large values of coefficients are not very probable. In applications due 
to some requirements which are implied by hardware circumstances we usually transform 
data into some "reasonable" range and hence we have "some feeling" about the physical 
possibilities how large this or that parameter may be. The paper is rather long since 
most of steps in proofs were made in details. Only the steps which are standardly made 
in similar texts were omitted. 
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2. NOTATIONS 
Let us denote by Af the set of all positive integers, by 1Z the real line. We shall consider 
a linear model 
Y = X-0° + e (1) 
where Y = (Y i , . . . , Yn) is a real vector (response variable), X = (iEy)?_,
 p_j a design ma-
trix, 0° = (/?°,. -.,/?°) a vector of unknown (but fixed) parameters and e = (e i , . . . , en)
T 
a vector of i.i. distributed - according to a d.f. G - variables. We suppose that inter-
cept, if any, is included in the model, i.e. when we assume that the model (1) contains 
an intercept we have xn = 1 for all i. D.f. G is assumed to be fixed, unknown, but 
symmetric (i.e. for any x £ 11 G(x) = 1 — G(x)) and allowing density with respect to 
Lebesgue measure. 
Throughout the paper, whenever the probabilistic assertions, the mean values etc. are 
understood with respect to G, this will not be emphasized. Only when they will be taken 
with respect to another distribution it will be marked by a subscript. 
Remark 1. Symmetry of the d.f. G may be more than technical necessity. Since 
the adaptive estimator (which will be proposed later on) is based on the estimate of 
density of residuals we may get into troubles with bias not assuming symmetry. It 
might be perhaps improved by estimating density of residuals by an estimator having 
"sufficiently small" bias. It would be however so complicated that it probably hamper 
any possibility to prove even rather simple property of estimator. Moreover, it seems 
that without symmetry adaptive estimation is able to estimate consistently only slopes 
and estimation of intercept (has to) contain(s) some bias. 
It implies that another way how to solve the problem of estimating regression model is 
not to assume symmetry (but some normalization of design matrix, namely ][_"_, ~ij = 0 
for any j = 2,...,p) and estimate only slopes. In a second step we may try to estimate 
intercept separately (as location parameter). Naturally it may then happen that the first 
and the second step will have a different efficiency. 
Let us denote for any f3 £W and i £ Af by 
e.(/3) = Yi - Xjp (2) 
ith residual where Xj/3 stays for £ P = 1 X{jfij. For 0° we have e,-^
0) = e,- (see (1)). Let 
/3n be a preliminary estimator of 0° and let us write simply e,- instead of ei($n). Let 
{cn}^, I 0 and denote for any y € 11, Y £lln and /? g W 
9n(y,Y,P) = —f^w(c-n\y-Y + Xj0))^~j^W(c-\y-ei(l3)))-
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3. ASSUMPTIONS 
C o n d i t i o n A . Let the kernel w(y) be three times differentiable, positive everywhere 
and symmetric. Suppose that there are constants K\, K2, K3 and K4 such that 
k'(: s u p t o ( y ) < i V 1 , s u p ^ < K 2 , 
yen yew "" 
s u P ™ < A - 3 , and s u p - £ P < / f « . 
ygft li" y6TC l ' 
Preliminary est imator jjn is assumed to be such that for some 
8 > J we have 
»*||^-/3°|| = op(l). 
Moreover let 




Further let 5 be symmetric, having continuous second derivative and for some M, 
0 < M < 00 we have 
sup|/(y)|<M. (5) 
y€ft 
Finally let </(a:) be decreasing for x > 0, 
C o n d i t i o n B . Let for any o g K 
lim n Jc^ 2 / sup w^ (c~' (* + b - t))g(t) g(z)) dtdz = 0. 
"~°° j |6|<. 
Moreover let us assume that there are positive v, D such that for any z\, z2 6 K such 
tha t \z\ — z2\ < v we have w(z\)/w(z2) < D. 
R e m a r k 2. Although Condition B may look rather strange it is easy to see tha t for 
a kernel with "sufficiently" heavy tails it can be fulfilled even for density g having also 
rather heavy tails. As an example we may consider w(z) = J —*—-. We obtain for any 
a£Tl 
I s u p w ' (cn\z + b-t)) g(z)g(t)dzdt<iг(l+2c~2 [a 2 + E|e| + var(e)]) |б|<a 
It is not difficult to verify tha t the rest of Condition B is fulfilled, too. Although this 
kernel doesn't fulfill next condition, namely that / |a:|u>(x)dx < 00 it is easy to see that 
any kernel of type const - j ^ j ^ for some 7 > 0 will be acceptable for Condition B as 
well as for all following. 
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Assertion 1. Let lim„_oo C = 0 and / \z\w(z)dz < oo. Moreover let / be a density 
such that its derivative exists and supy67? \f'(tl)\ < °o. Then there is a sequence {ck}^ , | 
0 such that for any n € Af we have 
Ps {sup \gn(y,YJ°) - f(y)\ > ^dA < dn. 
Proof . We may write 
gn(y,Y,p
0)-Esgn(y,Y,P)~ 
= z [Iw (c;1(y _ i}) dFn{t)" /w (c"1(2/ ~t}) d / r ( i ) ] 
where /^(t) is the empirical distribution function. Hence we have 
sup M » , Y . ^ ) - - / : * ( » » ^ | < 
yen 
< n-±c^SuP\MFn(y)-F(y))\ f\w'(t)\dt 
ven J (6) 
(see also [1]). Now let {Lm}%=l | oo. Since supy6TC y/n\Fn(y) - F(y)\ is bounded ir 
probability we have for min{m,n} —> oo 
P, \suPrf\Fn(y)-~ F(y)\> Lm) \ o . 
(yen J 
For every k € J\f find n*k e Af and mk e N such that for all n > n£ 
/»/ {sup y/n-\Fn(y) - F(y)\ > Lmk J < i . 
Now select nk > n*k such that for any n > hk 





0)-/(y)| = supíc"1 /«;(c n -
1 ( j/-ť))/( í)dť-/( j / ) | 
* »€K| j y| 
Jw(z)f(y - c,Lz)dz - f(y)\ = c^up | j »(*) | j í /*(» - c , l ť ) d ř 1 
J\z\w(z)dz = 0(cn), < CnL- i /-ч 
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where L = supj ,g K \f'(y)\- Hence we may find nk > hk such tha t for any n > nk 
sup\E,g4y,Y,P°)-f{y)\<±-. 
yen 4fc 
So, we have found a sequence {rn..}£l, such that for any n > nk we have 
M;»PM».W-/MI>S}<J 
and then one may put for any n 6 N, n £ (nk,nk+i] dn = \ and the proof follows. • 
Remark 3. Instead of using (7) one may employ the result of [2] (which is recalled 
bellow as Lemma 5 in the Part 2 of this paper) that supy€7Z \Eggn{y, Y, ft
0) — g(y)\ = 
o(c„). From the proof of Assertion 1 it is also possible to see that there is {d ' , ,}^ \ 0 
so that 
Pg { s u p J ^ Y , / ?
0 ) - Egn{y,Y,fi°)\ > ! < } < dn. 
Definition 1. For any fixed {dn}^ \ 0 let us put 
Gddn^-i) = \ / ; / i s density such that for any n 6 N 
Ty |max | sup | 5 n (y ,Y , / 3° ) - / (y ) | , sup | 5 n (y ,Y , / 3VE/ f fn (y ,Y^° ) | }>^n}<d n } . 
Now for the rest of this paper let us fix some sequence {d,,}^!, and we shall assume 
Condition C. Let 
lira — = oo. (8) 
n-oc cn 
Moreover let there be A'5 < oo such that max,e<v"j=i,..„p |x.j| < A'5. We shall also assume 
that the density g is an element of (^{d,,}^]). It follows from the assumption that g{x) 
is decreasing for x > 0 that there is a sequence {a , ,}^ , , an > 0, an / oo such that 
(-an, «„) C [y € U : g{y)>dl). 
Then define bn{y) = 1 for \y\ < ian and bn{y) = 0 elsewhere. 
In addition to the requirement (4) we will assume that 
lira ncla~2 = oo. (9) 
Remark 4. It is easy to see that to fulfill (9) it requires possibly to make convergence 
of c, to zero slower. It may imply that we have to fix a sequence {d, ,}^, such that also 
dn will have to converge to zero a little slower (see (8)) and it may again cause that an 
will converge to infinity also slower but it improve convergence in (9) and hence (9) is 
not in a contradiction with any earlier made assumptions. 
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R e m a r k 5 . Let us recall that empirical d. f. is given by Fn(y) = i £1=1 I{Vi<y} 
where V, are i. i .d. distributed random variables. Hence vaxpFn(y) = £ F(y) (1 — F(y)) 
and therefore the upper bound in (6) may be found uniform for all / (for fixed kernel 
w). The est imate of difference in (7) is uniform for all densities having the same upper 
bound of its derivative (this is the reason why we have assumed (5)). Hence for a given 
sequence { d , , } ^ the set of all densities belonging to G({^n}^Li) will be rather broad. 
C o n d i t i o n D . Let us assume that there is K6 such that 
argmax f [ 3 » W ) , ^ ) ^ ) > 
Penp i=i 
Let us assume for a while tha t we know the density of residuals. Then we may 
est imate regression coefficients by means of maximum likelihood estimator, i .e . as a 
point (or points) /9n of W for which 
__g(Yi-Xjf])=mzx\ 
i=l 
or (due to assumption about existence of </') 
•A g,(Yi - Xj_) _ 
for k = 1 , . . . , p . This would lead for normal distribution to the normal equations. Hence 
using kernel es t imate 
Ä.(»,y,^)--i-èt-(c- ,(,-ê i)) 
nc" ,= 
for the estimation of g(y) we may define /?" as follows. 
4. DEFINITION O F ESTIMATOR 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . Under 0" we shall understand a point (or points) of W for which 
f[gn(e3(f3),Yj") &„(<>,) = max! 
i=i 
or equivalently 
/ ? " = argmax ft*" UiW>Y>~P) 6»(e,). 
pen? J = i 
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R e m a r k 6 . Due to assumption about existence of derivative we may look for /3n by 
means of equations 




which have to be fulfilled for all k = 1 , . . . , p. 
Let us assume, for the sake of simplicity that starting from this point all Conditions 
A , B , C a n d D hold. 
5. PRELIMINARIES 
A s s e r t i o n 2. Let {^,}"=1 be positive numbers. Then 
»-'£*•• <n-^K\ 
A proof follows from the convexity of the function - . 
L e m m a 1 . Let Q be a regular and positive definite symmetric matr ix. For any 8 > 0 
denote Zs = {z € TV : | | - | | = 6). Then 
min zTQz > 0. 
zez6 
P r o o f . Since Q is regular and symmetric it may be decomposed at TTT where T is 
a regular matr ix . Moreover zTQz is continuous and hence there is a point z0 6 Zs such 
tha t zTQz0 = minzgzj z
TQz. Further for any z 6 Zs we have 
zTQz = zTTTTz > 0. 
If z0Qz0 = 0 then z
TTTTz0 = 0 and therefore also Tz0 = 0. But T is regular and it 
implies tha t z0 = 0 which contradicts with z0 € Z j . • 
L e m m a 2. Let v = { l ;/tj}t=1j=1 be a matrix such that there is a H > 0 such tha t 
for any n e N 
max JVfcj I < H 
i=C"'.p 
and linin-^oo ^ v T v = Q where Q is a regular matrix (limit is meant so tha t for any 
k, j , 1 < k, j < P we have l im n _ 0 0 i 2 " = i
 u ' * "<i = 9*i)- Then for any 6 > 0 there exist 
A > 0 r > 0 and n0 € N such tha t for any z € TV', ||~i| > <5 and n > n 0 we have 
фlк: fc€{l,.-.,«}; 
i=J 
> Л > > г n 
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( # A denotes the number of elements of the set A). 
Proof . At first we shall prove the assertion of the lemma in a little modified version, 
namely: 
V(«5 > 0) 3(A > 0, r > 0 and n0 € M) V(z 6 K
p, \\z\\ = S and n > n0) we have 
# Ik: k € { ! , . . . , n}; ^ v^Zj; > A > > r • n. 
Let us assume that it is not true. Then there is 60 > 0 such that for any A > 0, f > 0 
and n € M there is z° € IV, z° = z°(A, f, h), ||z°|| = S0 and n0 > fi such that 
# {k: ke{l,...,n}; ^VkjZe\ > ÃІ < f (10) 
Now let A0 = min||z||=,50 z
rQz. Then A0 > 0. Find n\ £ Af such that for any n > ni and 
for any j , £ € {\,...,p} 
A0 
, vuvkj ~ qej 
k=\ 
Then for any z, \\z\\ = S0 and n > n\ vie have 
n £~> 
k=\ 
n > r 
" " í\ n \ 
ЛY,Zi i-lbVktVkj-Чij )z} 





P • à0 = — • 
But it implies that for any z, ||z|| = S0, n > n,,any A > 0 and m = # {k : k <= { 1 , . . . ,n} ; 
ELi x"z<l > A) we have 
A P P 1 P " i " 1 
~ r + IE 51 -wo-,- < -- IE £ 2n £ u"u^ r **= 
C=l j = l fcl i = i I /fc=l J 
- i £ { | > " } {j>"<} *===»• + =[*•.»•.*• 
Put now A = yff, f = [H • S0 • p}'
2 • -^ and n = n,. According to (10) then 
there exists n0 > n = n, and z° € #
p (?° = z°(A,f, n)) , ||z°|| = S0 such that 
# {fc : fc € {!,..., n}; |£*= 1 uwz?| > yf%} < - $ £ £ p But then we have for this 
z° and n0 (remember that A0 = milium,, z
TQz) 
A0n0 A0 A0 T _ n«-m 4 
4 4 n0 4 4n 0 • # • p • <50
 2 [ i ¥ - p - « o ]
2 < T 
which is a contradiction. 
Now let z € W be arbitrary point with \\z\\ > S. Put y = z • -f- £ ftp. Then ||y|| = 
and we may apply previous part of proof. 
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Lemma 3. Let f(u) be a convex function on (0, oo). Then there is a nondecreasing 
function tp(x) on (0,oo) such that for any pair g^ and g2 of densities on (—00,00) we 
have 
"{'(ř)}-W(i-i>™+.Г{,-<ч.ш-łl}*w-
Proof . Since f(v) is convex we may write 
f(\) + / > ( < ) dt v>\ 
/(«)= \ 
/(-) —/„ V(*)dt 0 < t; < 1 
where p(t) is a nondecreasing function (see [3], 18.43). Denote g2(x)/gx(x) by D(x) and 
by Pi probability measure generated by </,. Then 
EgJ(D(x))= r f(D(x))g,(x)dx= f ° J(D(x))g,(x)dx + [°° f(D(x))9l(x)dx 
./-co J-oc JT0 
where we have defined To so that E'(To) = 1. Then we have 
EgJ(D(x)) = J
T° { / ( l ) - J ^ f(i)di} 9t(x)dx+J~ lj(\)+J°{X\(t)dt\ 9l(x)dx. 
Let us study at first the second term of the right hand side. Now /£° J(l)g\(x) dx = 
Pt(D(x) > ! ) • / ( ! ) . Further 
D(x) 
tp(t)dtgг(x))dx 
= J~ {[(t - D(x)Mt)\?{x)gi(x)} dx - j H Ij
D(X\t - D(x))dtp(ť)\ 9l(x)dx = 
= ¥>(1) í°° (D(x)-\)9l(x)dx+ í \ j (D(x)-t)9l(x)dx\d<p(t). 
JT0 JI U{D(x)>t) J 
Moreover 
\-t = fC°(D(x)-t)gi(x)dx = - / \D(x)-t\9l(x)dx + 2 f (D(x)-t)gt(x)dx. 
j-00 j-00 J{D(x)>t) 
Together it gives 
fM f(D(x))g,(x)dx 
JT0 
= f(l)P,(D(x) > l) + <f(l)[Pi(D(x) > 1) - P,(D(x) > 1)] 
+ l-J°°{l-t + E,l\D(x)-t\}d<p(t). 
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Similarly for 
/ „ { / ( i ) ~ j C _ *<*>--}-.(*•)-* 
_ f(\)Pl(D(x)<\)-f°[ <p(t)dtg,(x)dx 
J-oo JD(x) 
= /( l ) P_(_•(_) < 1) - / ^ {((->(-) " 0 *>(')]_(_)} * ( * ) d a ; 
+ / ° / (ť-/?(_)) d V (í) í i(x)d_ = 
= /(l) Px(D(x) < 1) + »Kl)(/_(_)(») < 1) - *_(£•(*) < 1)) 
+ / ' / (t-D(x))9l(x)dxd<p(t). 
Jo J{D(x)<t\ >{D(x)<t) 
But the last integral may be written as 
/ r(t-D(x))9l(x)dxd<p(t)+ f f (D(x)-t)gi(x)dxd<p(t) 
Jo J-oo Jo J{D(x)>t) 
= j\t - \)d<p(t) +l-f\\-t + Egi \D(x) - t\) d<p(t) 
and the proof follows. C 
Lemma 4. For any 8\, 62, 0 < 6\ < 02 and c > 0 we have 
c-^w(c-\t-e,-z))g(z)dz^ c-^w(c-\t-e2-z))g(z)dz 
E. log g{t) > Eg log — . 
Proof . We need to show that 
f , C-'jw(c-\t-9,-z))9(z)dz\ ^ c f C - ' / ^ C -
1 ^ - 02 --))_•(-)__• =}--,{-3 I & 9(t) J - 9 I 6 _jt) / 
Let us denote gc(x) = c""
1 /u>(c_1(x - y))g(y)dy and _<_.(x) = gc(x - 0,) for . _ 1, 2. 
Due to the fact that the function <̂ (<) from Lemma 3 is nondecreasing it is sufficient to 
verify that for any t G TZ 
p |g_i___) J ̂  p |___2(__1 ,1 
I 9(x) | I g(x) I 
For an arbitrary density g we have 
Er _ _ . - / -pl-_L(x)dx=l-ť + 2ť- / gdx-lf gdx. 
\9 J-oo\9\x) Jg<t-g Jg<tq 
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Hence 
I / F |_ -_ i |_E 1-1- t i l -
2 l E s l . 1 E'\g *\r 
= t \ [ gdx-i gdx\+f gcidx-f gc\dx. (11) 
1-!{SC2<1'.} - { „ ! « • - } J -!{SC1<1S} - { _ c 2 « - } 
Let us denote At = {ýc2 < tg} and £?( = {#ci < tg] and draw an exhibit 
Let a0 be a point of intersection of <7ci and gc2, i .e. jfci(a0) = gc2(a0). Let us recall tha t 
gc\ = gc(x - 6]),gc2 = gc(x - 92) and hence 
< 7 c ( a 0 - - i ) = gc(ao-02), 
a0 = i ( - i+«_) . 
Moreover we have gc\(x) > gc2(x) for any x < a0. The expression in (11) may be writ ten 
as 
/ ( * • - - - „ ) dx- / (tg-gcx) dx. 
. M , . _ , 
Let us consider the situation when At C (—oo,a0). Then £?( C (—oo,a0) (even Bt C At) 
and 
/ (tg-gc2)dx-l (tg-gcl)dx> (gcl - gc2) dx > 0. 
- _ i - B , - B , 
For the case when At is not subset of (—oo,a0) let us realize that 
/
"» [°° 
(gc\ - <7„) dx = / (<7c2 - gcl) dx 
•oo Jao 
and even <?c,(a0 - r) - gc2(a0 - r) = gc2(a0 + r) - gcl (a0 + r) for any r € 11. Moreover 
/ (tg ~ ga) dx- (tg - gcX) dx 
J A, -B, 
= / (tg-gc2)dx- (tg-gci)dx 
-_ ,n{-oo ,a 0 ) -B ,n( -co ,a 0 ) 
+ / (tg ~ <7„) dx - / (tg - </cl) dx. 
.M,n(a0 ,+oo) -B,n(a0 ,+oo) 
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Now (keep in mind that Bt n (—00, an) Q A t D (—00, a0)) 
/ (tg-gC2)dx~ (tg-.gcl)&x = 
JA,n(-co,a0) JB,n(-oo,a0) 
- / (ffci - 9c2) dx+ (tg - gC2) dx = 
J A,nB,n(-oo,a0) J(A,\B,)n(-co,ao) 
- / (mm{tg,gcl} ~gc2) dx = 
J A,n(-oo,a0) 
= / {9c\ -gci) dx - (gcl - ma.x{gC2,tg}) dx. 
J-00 JB?n(-oo,a0 
Similarly 
/ {tg-gC2)dx- (tg-gci)dx = 
J^tn(a0,+oo) JB.n(a0,+oo) 
= / (9c\-9c2)+ (gc2-max{tg,gci}) dx. 
Ja0 .M£n(a0,+oo) 
Let us take into account that (12) represents the shadow square given left from a0 in the 
next exhibit while (13) is equal to the shadow square right from a0 but with minus sign. 
(12) 
(13) 
Let us assume for a while the above exhibit modified as follows. 
Then the shadow square left from a0 is equal to the shadow square right from a0. The 
last but one picture differ from the last one only in position of dashed curve which is (in 
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last but one) shifted to the left. But it means that the square left from a0 increases and 
vice versa the square right from a0 decreases (it follows directly from the assumption tha t 
g is decreasing for x > 0). On the other hand (as already mentioned above) "left" square 
represents a positive part of (11) namely (12) and "right" square contributes negatively 
to (11). It is equal to (13) with minus sign. It concludes the proof. • 
6. CONSISTENCY 
We are going to give now the main result of this paper. Alghough the proof is rather 
long we have prefered to present it in full details for convenience of reader. 
T h e o r e m 1. Under Conditions A, B, C and D the estimator /3„ is (weakly) con-
sistent. 
P r o o f . The proof will be based on a finite sequence of comparatively simple approx-
imations. The first step will be to show that 
'n SUP t '°S E f - ^SC-MP 1 ¥ < W> - Me,)} - op(l). 
» ||0-/7°||<iV« *r? L , = l W\Cn ( e j ~ e 0 ) 
It is clear tha t the above expression is nonzero (and hence it may be larger than some 
e) only for those u/s € 0 for which bn(e.j) / bn(ej), i .e. for the case when |e , | < ~an and 
\ei\ > 2 a " o r \eA ^ 2an and \e}\ < \an. Let us realize that 
-i - ej = Yj - X]P° - Y3 + X]F = X]0» - n 
And hence 
f-.(- -e.) = t*BLfl 
Due to this we have, uniformly in j = l , . . . , n , c n ' | e j — e, | < T (for some r > 0 
start ing with some n0 € N) with probability 1 — e (for apriori given e > 0). Let us 
restrict ourselves on the set on which c~'|ej — e, | < r . To have a possibility to obtain 
then bn(ej) ^ bn(e.j) we must have e3 £ (|a?i — £, | a „ + S). Let us bound at first just 
studied expression from above. Let us keep in mind that for c n ' | e j — e3\ < r we have for 
j =. 1 , . . . , n w(c~l(ej — ~j)) > K where re is a positive number. It implies tha t 
E«i wfeHey - *)) K 
(remember tha t 10 is bounded) with probability at least 1 — e. Let us use Chebyshev's 
inequality saying that (for e > 0) 
P(X>e)< - E m a x { X 0 } . 
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The probability that there are k indexes such that bn(e.j) = 1 and K(ej) = 0 is not larger 
than 
(;)•.<> - , . r > 
where vn = P(\ej\ 6 (an - c^fa - e,), a„ + c~*(ej - £,))) = o (
n _ 0 - H e n c e 
which tends to zero as n —* oo. 
Similarly for a lower bound. We should consider case that {bn(ej) = 1 and 6n(e"j) = 0 
for some j ' s} and evaluate conditional mean value of 
nM-0Vl<K*iZ( E.=i«'(c» (c j -e , ) ) 
Due to the fact that /9's over which we take infimum are such that ||/? — 0°\\ < /{"6 the 
mean value over these cases will be of order 
±. • iog •*.• •»;*•*> .(;)>>„ -,.)->, 
Under a straightforward computation we find that it is of order »vn log u^c"
1) and taking 
into account that j/„ = 0(n~5) we obtain that the conditional mean value converges to 
zero. 
Let us show now that 
g E L i ^ - ^ - ě , ) ) 
1 Iv*/ 
- sup > < 
« |í3-/9»|<iV« | £ f l 
'°g E:WHc.TMeJ-ěr)) J ^ | ^
( 1 ) - . ( 1 4 ) 




JГ { ílog £ гB(c-ҶЄj(ß) - è,)) - log £ w(ç-\eѓ(ß) - ê,))| 
І = I l L <=ì %ФІ J 
- íiog]Г«,(--'(eлø)-*))-ìog^uKc-ҶeЛ/з)-ê,))| 1 êw(ei) 
L І=I íţ*i J J I 
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and using Taylor's expansion we obtain 




i s u p ^ fMc,T'(e J W-e J ))_u ) (c- ' (e J -ě J )) | M e j ) 
« ||/3-0°||<K6 |___ I ii m J 
„ S (_2««(c-l(e_(/3) - ě,)), ]_>(c-l(e_(/.) - ě,))) 
\i*i i-i / 
% € I _3w(c-'(ej - ě,)), ^ ( c - ^ e . - č.-)) ) • 
W j '=1 / 
Hence (14) can be bounded by 
— sup 
n \\ß-ß°\\<к. 
< — sup 
í l \\/}-0°\\<K, 
+ - sup 
n H/J_/JO||<K. 
f í ______5___ ~ *_)) , ______j_i__ ì , f г ì 
í_í 1 Ľ * . «(-TҶei(/í) - ë.')) + Цад »(«îҶe. - ë,)) / " l J j 
_____(___) ~ __) 
_^Е^-(е-ЧеЛ/?)-ё.))М е^ 
Ё1^!?»:' , )1^) 
|__fi£W«'(e . ;
1(e.-e".-)) 
Let us consider the first member of (15). It is not greater than 
1 
n-2 A', sup • __ i __ to («_' (c.(/_) - it)) 
Using Assertion 2 we obtain as an upper bound of (16) the expression 
n-3Iu sup _T ] T to"1 ( e ^ t f ) - e.)) . 
ii/3-/3«ii<K'6 _ ^ r £ 
Now for any e > 0 (notice that in that follows residua are without "~") 
p\n~3 sup _ r _ 3 1 « -
, ( e , T , ( e J ( / 3 ) - e , ) ) > | } 
[ H/S-^IKK, ___ ^ 2 J 
- p(n"3 sup ____ u , - ' ( c -> ( C j -X7(^-^)-e l ) )>_} 
I ll̂ °IKK6___^_
 2J 
< -n-2f_/ sup «J-
,(c;,(,-X7(^-/30)-r))i,(z)i7(*)d2d< £ _Tfj ll/8-/80||<K, 
(15) 
(16) 
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wliich converges to zero as n —> oo (see Condition B). Let us fix a A > 0. Moreover 
denote by Bn the set 
{w6n:'BV^.|:5«(^-e.--A7(^W)
 > -}• 
Then find R0 so that for any n > n0 P(Bn) < A. For w(c~
x(ej(0) - e,)) write 
» ( « C ' M J 8 ) - e,)) « » (c„-'(e, - -Y,T(/?° - 4") - e.)) + «/(&„) • Xj(0° - / ? > ; ' (J7) 
where £,-,•„ is appropriately selected point which will be specified later. Since we have 
assumed that n6\\0n — /3°\\ « op(I) we may find TI, 6 J V , «I > n0 and L > 0 such that 
for any n > n, 
p{»<||/?°-^||>z}<A 
Finally let us denote by C„ = LJ e fi : ns\\0° - 0n\\ > L \ and 
En = L € ft : n"
3 sup V V «--' (<£' (e, - Xj(0 - 0°) - e,)) > e 1 
( v-w-Uiu I 
(notice that e's in definition of En are with """ in difference with Bn). Now, find 
«2 e M, n-i > »] such that for any n > n-2 we have c"
1 • n~* • K% • K4 • D • L • p < I and 
c~xn~6 L • K4p <v (see Condition A and B). Since we have for any j € AC 
\ej - Xj(0 - 0°) - if - (ej - Xj(0 - 0°) - e,)| = |e, - e.| = \Xj(0" - 0°)\ 
and for £,,„ from (17) we have 
U e fc,:1 min{e, - */(/? - 0°) - ti, ej - Xj(0 - 0°) - «}', 
c,;1 niaxfe, - * / ( /? - 0°) - e,-, e j - * / ( /? - 0°) - e,}] 
it holds for any n > nj and u e C;; 
l"/fe",l-r-<K5f • ̂ t e - ^ U - ^ ) ) ' • (c:'("'*!"->) - "»\ 
< K,-D-u,(c;'(C)-Xj(H-f)-c,)). 
Taking into account (17) it implies that for w e C% and n > n2 we have 
w fc'M/*) - *)) -- » «'(«iW - «•)) [1 - »~V • A'2 KsPL.p] 
> z»>«>A0)-«))'• 
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Now for any n < n2 and w € En n Cn we have 
e < n"3 sup f^ Y3 «,-« (c^O,- - (/?) - e,)) 
< 2n-3 sup ^ ^ ^ - ' ( c - ^ e . ^ - e , ) ) , 
lltf-^iKA'e 
i.e. a; € fin. So, since we may write 
P(En) = P(En n Cn) + P(En n Cn) < P(c„) + P(Bn) < 2A, 
we have proved that the first supremum in (15) is small in probability. The second 
supremum may be treated in a similar way. Now we would like to prove that also 
supremum of the difference 
i -M. E^-'te'W)-*)) 
— sup > ' '" n Џ-IP\\<KЄ *~í { E І 9 Ѓ J
 w ( c n ' (
e i -«.)) 
, ĽадЦ-îҶeiW-e.)) 
6 E ^ ^ n M e j - e i ) ) 
Analogously as above we may write this difference in a form 
bn(ej) = op(l). 
— sup 
n \\ß-P>\\<K 
5 3 ( iog 5 3 цc-Ҷeд/î) - ě,)) - ìog 5^ш(c-ҷЄ j(д) - e,)) 
16 i=i l L ІФІ ІФI 
t ^ З ц c - ҷ e , - è,)) - iog53«к c"Ҷej -«.-)) 
У >'/i 
6n(e,). 
Let us use again Taylor's expansion. We obtain that this difference is bounded by 
i-ei))-w(c-\ei(l3)-^))} 
where 
l i -^E^M^'(«,-(/») "*)) - < sup > — S 
" l*W£í Tin 
+ sup \ S ^ 6n(e_, 
06W£í *i« J 
rjn € [min feu^-
1 (-,(/?) - I,)), 5 3 w í c " 1 ^ ) - e i ) ) l , 
L (iýi i*3 ) 
max W M<rl(*M - %)), £ " ^ W ) " e ' » } 
li*i .¥J -U 
) (18) 
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and 
Xjn ~ min J ^rju>(c-
l(e> - e,)), Y^w(e'
i(ei - e,)) I , 
max j ^ c - 1 ^ - e,)), ^ ( - " ' ( e , - e,)) J j . 
Now let us fix again some A > 0 and L 6 K and find an n0 € N such that for any 
n > n0 
P{M*| | /?°-^" | ! > i } < Z\ 
and again denote 
C„={wef i : ns\\0°-0n\\>L}. 
Similarly as above find m > n0 such that for any n > r». wehavec-'n-^A^-A^-jD-i-p < | 
and c^n-6L • K4 -p < v (see again Condition A). Then we have for n > n\ and u> ~ Cn 
\e3(0) - li - ti(fi) - e,| = \xJ(/3° - h\ <n~
s-LK4-P 
and hence again for any u> 6 Cn and for any 
y e [c-1 min {e3(fi) - e„ e3(0) - e,} , c'
1 max {e3(0) - e„ e,(/3) - e,}] 
\w'(y)\<K2-D-w(c~\e](li)-el)) 
which implies that J2i*j w(cn*(ej(P) ~ «.)) > 2 £ .# , w (^ (e^ /? ) - c,». Therefore we 
have for n > 7.1 and w € C^ 
It allows to bound from above the first member of (18) by 
2 -A E, V j M ^ ' M f l - fO) - ">(^'(ej(/9) ~ e,))| 
» ,?€&£? E w « K ^ ( - i ( ) 8 ) - « , • ) ) '
 l j 
But we have also 
u> ( e ^ M / ? ) - e,)) - «, fa1 ( M A - e,)) = u/(6,n).X,(/?° - &) 
(see (17)) and hence for n > n^ and w € C* 
|« ( - ^ ( M f l - e,)) - u< « > > ( / ? ) - e,))| < 
< n~6 • K2 -KsLpDw (c^ (e3(fi) - e,)). 
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E ^ ^ - M e . W - e , ) ) \ 
Finally find n2 > ra, such that 
2 • n2
s •K2KiLpD< e. 





« Д Є Я P 
E' < £ , E ^ ^ ^ H e y W - e . ) ) 
u f Q implies w € En, i. e. C7n C F„ and therefore Fn C Cn and this is the same as 
P(Fn) < A 
for any n > n2. The second member of (18) may be proved to be small in probability 
along similar lines. 
Now we shall show that 
5n = n sup E l|/3-̂ ll<A-6 |J_T |_ log 
_ p í . E _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i _ _ _ _ _ 
1 S E^-fcMe.-e,)) 
Ľ W " > Ҝ Ҷ e j ( / ? ) - - 0 ) 
E,y> t Ч ^ Ҷ e , - e;)) 
)) 
. . . , e n = гn = o„(I). 




í. E i ^ ^ ň M e ^ - e , 
i°g E^c-He.-e,)) 
= y"iog 
Eiфi^ñЧv - -.)) 
e, = г 1 , . . . ,e J _, = _ ,_,,_,+, 
S(ÿ)«ly. 
= г J + ь . . , e n = г Л = 
To prove (21) we shall start with proving 
Vn(/?) = «"•__ flog J ] «, «:»(»>(/?)-e.-)) 
- E < log _ 3 «> (C,T'(e>(/3) - e,)) e, = . , , . . . , e,_, = _,_,, e J +, = z i + 1 , . . . 
I i*i I 
. . . e n = z n } ] = o p ( l ) . 
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* = E { n " 2 £ l o g £ « ' ( e B -
, ( e ^ ) - e , ) ) - E { l o g £ u ; ( c ; 1 ( e , ( / ? ) - e t ) ) 
I j=l L i#_ I i*j 
I \Y\ 
e, = 2 , , . . . , e j . , = 2J- , , e J + 1 = 2 J + i , . . . e„ = z„ > > , 
{""2 £ £ log £ « ' «>,(/*) - e,)) - E (log Y > (c-n\em - e.)) 
I j=l »>j L i?-j I »*-_ 
= 2 , , . . . , e j_ , = 2 j_ , , e J + , = 2 J + , , . . . e„ = _„ > 
f2 = 2E 
log£w(c„Ҷe.(/J) - e„)) - E | log £ « . (^(e.í/?) - _,,)) 
|e, = г,,...,eä_, = г._,,eä+, = z.+,,...en = zn \\ V , 
= 2 E { ' 1 _ 2 £ £ log£^(c,T ,(eJ(^)-e,))-E|logX.г.(c,7
1(e J(/.)-e ))) 
l І=Ì » . L ІФІ I .-.. 
= 2,, . . . , Єj_, = 2j_,, Єj+, = 2 j + , , . . . Є„ = 2 n > 
Ь g £ u, (c-ҶeЛ/î) - e ,)) - l o g £ w ( c _ - , ( - . ( / J ) - e ,)) 
and finally 
fi, = 2E{»-2£V;(logX:w(Cn-'(ejW-e1))-
l J=l ->J l І5-J 
~ E V°g £ *" (Cñl(Єi(^)-Є,)) Є,=2, , . . . , Єj_l =2j_, , ЄJ+, = 2 J + , , . . . Є„ = 2n V 
E 1 І 0 g £ W (eñ^Є-d^Ьe,)) Є, =2,, . . . , Є,_, = 2-_, , Є.+, =-_,+,, . . . Єn = 2n \ 
-EJlog^íc-ҶeЛШ) Є, = 2 , , . . . , Є ä _ , = Z . _ , , Є,+, = 2 . + , , . . . Є n = 2„ 
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Since _2./j;w(c7J(ej(P) ~ e<)) - n ' !*i a , K ' n _ 1 ' log2" —> 0 for n - t o o , £", —• 0 for 
n —» oo. (Notice that convergence to zero is a consequence of boundedness of the kernel 
w and doesn't depend on (3.) £_ may be rewritten into the form 




» (<:'(-.(«--,)) e 1 = z 1 , . . . , e , _ , = z , _ , , e . + , = z . + , , . . . e n = z n I 
xEJ | logX;^(c,T'(ej(/?)-e,))-
- E \ log ___ «" (<,'(ej(/?)-e,)) e, = z , , . . . , ej_, =_,,•_,, e i + 1 = z i + i , . . . e n=z„ > 
e, = _ , , . . . , e , - , = _ , _ , , e i + , = _ i + , , . . . e „ = 2 „ j > . 
(Remember that e.(/8) = V'; - A'//? = Yj - X//30 - X](/3 - 0°) = ej - X](p - /J0), 
and hence ej(fi) doesn't depend on ei, e_,... , ej_,,e i +,,. . . ,e„). The last modification 
is possible due to fact that the expression 
logEW^M/?)-^)) 
as well as its conditional mean value depends only on random variables which are "fixed" 
by the set in condition, namely {e, = z,,...,ej_, = Zj_,,ej+, = z i + i , . . . e„ = zn} . But 
E i log __>(<'(e j (/?)-e,)) 
l L i*i 
EJ'ogE 
l i*i 
w(c-n\e3(ß)-ti)) Є l = 2 Ь . . . , Є j _ 1 = Z j _ 1 , Є j + l = г j + 1 , . . . Є n = 2 n > 
i = z i , . . . , e i _ 1 = г i _ i , e i + i = 2 j + г , . . . e n = 2 n > = 0. 
(Notice again that the last mean value is equal to zero without any dependence on /?). 
Hence £2 = 0. The expression £3 may be bounded by 
4»--.log(/. I .n)._Г_ГE 
J=I '>i 
Ьg ___ w (<í,(e.(/-)-e„))--log___ w (cn\e,(ß)-Єv)) 
Vф> v*. 
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-i, , . , s v-* -r-* - w>(C'(e,(/_) — e,)) 
< 4n-"-/.rlog(A', • n)-J2 £ E
 Eu,_' K 'M^) " e»)) 
J = l S>j „/» 
= 4n"2 • log(/., • n) • J2 E u r ' (<'(«. - ^.T(/? - 0°) ~ e.)) 
5=1 
= 4n"2 • log(/V, • ») - £ f™'1 (C_V - Xj(P - fi°) - t)) g(z)g(t)dzdt 
5=1 J 
which converges to zero for n —> oo (even uniformly for ||/? — fi)0\\ < A'6). The expression 
£4 may be treated similarly. 
Now we have to make use of the fact that K,(/?) is continuous in ft, uniformly continu-
ous for /? G {/_ G 7_p : ||/- - /J°|| < K6) and by means of standard technique of covering 
the ball {/3 G W : \\(3 - 0°\\ < K6) by a finite set of balls {/? e TV : \\/3 - /?»'|| < 7,}f_, 
we may find, using the law of large numbers, (for any apriori fixed e and r, e > 0, r > 0) 
a set An and n0 G -V such that for any n > n0 and w G _4n 
ì sup £ l o g V J Ц c - Ҷ e ^ ) . ^ ) ) 
»ii/»-_°iк/o„,tГL ÍS' 
- E l o g ^ t u f o / ^ / ^ - e , ) ) e, = 2 , , . . .,e,_, = 2J_1,e_,+1 - ._ ,+, , . . . ,en = zn [ | <_ 
«W I 
and /-*(>.„) > 1 — T. Similarly we may show that also 
Wn = n"
1 sup ПogY^w (CZ\ЄJ - a)) 
ll/>-_«||<Л'в [ 7 ^ 
> ( c n - Ч e i - e , ) - EÍiogV;, 
l «w 
e ,=2 , , . . . , ej_, =_,_,, e > + i=2 i + i , . . . , en=2„ ) =op(l). 
„ •>rf--%^__5__7S,)w« 
So we have proved that 
" ||/J-."|KA. £ ? I * £"=, u ,(cn1(ei - e.)) 
Now we will prove that 
t, £,^-'(.-A7(/?-/?°)-e,-)) ;,' ,,,,,. 
y , o s —E^^ ( l -eo)— 5 ( < ) M < ) d < 
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may be substituted by 
Jlog Ě>lť(M) fl(ť)6n(ť)dť-
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i=l J » ~-'í 
I Ц c - Ҷ y - X / t / З - Ä , ) - ^ - ) ) 
g(y)Ьn(y)dy 
wvicfto-XjW-?)-«)) 
(compare (14) and (15)). This is not larger than (see Assertion 2) 
V ' SUP E E fw~' (c~l(y ~xlW-0°) -e'» 9(y)K(y)dy 
and for some fixed e > 0 
P n~3 sup ~T ~~Z [ W* « ' (y - Xj(fl - /9°) - e,)) jf(y) bn(y) dy : 
< V 2 / sup £ / t o " 1 (c;1 (j/ -Xjtf-lP) -t))g(y)bn(y)g(t)dydt 
£ J \\p-n<Kejr(J 
which converges to zero according to Condition B. 
Now we shall use Condition C. Let us fix some positive e and positive A and find 
n„ e Af so that dno < min {e
2, j } and dno < id,?,,. Denote 
&A-. = L € J l : max|sup|<M(!7,V,/80)-4f(y)|, sup |<?n(2,, Y,/3°) - E«7„(y,Y/3°)|} < ^ d n | . 
Then for any n > 7»o and u> g St,A,n we have (notice that supremum in the next expression 
is in fact taken over [|an, Io„] and hence g(y) > dn) 
| и ЫУ.У.П-^ЯЛУ.У.П. , . , 4/2 
2 — г а ^ « — м » > 2 -„„ / 2 _„„ / 2 + „! 
< d n < e 
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and also 
, \9n(y,Y,ß°)-Ean(y,Y,ß°)\hí, 
SUP 1—\ГШ ЬП(У> 
Уєn 9n(y,Y,ß°) 
\gn(y,Y,ß°)-Egn(y,Y,ß°)\bn(y) 
= TЛ 9n(y,Y,ß°)-9(y)+-9W~Ш dn/2 
-dn/2-dn/2 + dl 
So we have (remember that g g Q({dn}^=^} 
. < * • 
^ttW™™-P ( max I i 
Starting with some n0 we have K$ • K6 • p < \an which implies that we have also 
sup J = ] n sup|t/3_^0||<A-6 \\Xj(/3 - (3°)\\ < \an and hence for any y for which bn(y) = 1, 
i.e. |y| < ±an, we have sup J = ] B s u p ^ ^ ^ ^ \y - Xj(ft - /3°)\ < an. Therefore also 
infj=i n iiif||/._/_-ojj</t<5 g(y - Xj(P - ft
0)) > dn (see Condition C) and carrying out similar 
step as a few lines above we obtain for any n > n0 
P l m a X l=S,U.P.n K 9n(y-Xj(0-n,Y,P°) ^ ^ 
\9n(y - Xj(fi - /i0) - Eg(y - Xj(fi - /3°), Y, /?°)| ) \ 
S U P S U P —EZT..—^TTTF—a0\ v an\ K(Y)\>e < A ;=,. ! . ,«** Eg(y-Xj(P-n,Y,P) 
Now using inequality (a,b > 0) 
i , a ~ b 
log a - log b < — — — r r 
min{a,6} 
we may show that 
1 v^/li т:u^ñx(t-xj(ß-ß0)-^) ,_w ,„., 
- sup y < / log ™ т-~ гr g(t)bn(t)dt 
» ll/3-/3°ll<A-8 £ í [ j Ľť=l
 W ( C »' (ť - ei)) 
l. gi-J w ( c"' ( < ~ XW ~ Ѓ) ~ z)Шdz m ь m J m 
~ У'og z.*мc-nx(t-z)MФz g(t)ШdtГ°p(1)-
So we have proved that 
,^o|U|irV"6 __£~,*<-H*-«.J) 
/ W ( c - > ( 2 / - A 7 ( / i - ^ ) - z ) ) . ( 2 ) d 2 
ì «P ľk^^lf^Mн 
li /'-(C(y-^1(/?-^)--))^)d- , u , . . II ,,, 
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Now using Lemma 2 and 4 we may find for any 7 > 0 some r > 0 and n0 £ Sf such 
tha t for any n > n0 we have 
1 -Vf jw(c-\y-X](p-p0)-z))g(z)dz . . . . . . „ 
sup > / log _ J •• g(y) 6n(j») dy < - T . .£/ » 7<||/3-/3°||<A'6 £ ? j / ^ ( c - 1 (y - «))<7(^)d« 
It may be shown as follows. One may order the absolute values {\X](/3 — /3°)\}n_^. 
Lemma 2 then says that for the above given 7 there are A > 0 and £ > 0 such that 
s tar t ing with some n, S J V for all n > n\ and any /?, ||/? — /?°|| > 7, the number of 
indices for which \X](0 — 0°)\ > A is larger than n • £. Let us denote by / the set of 
corresponding indices. From Condition C it follows that there is an n 0 € Af, n0 > n\ 
and A < 0 such tha t for any n € M, n > n0 we have 
E f,o c -
1 J u » K 1 ( . - A - - ) ) g ( - ) d - | o c:
iJw(c^(t-z))g(z)dz^ ^ ^ 
{' 9(t) 6 ff(0 
Using Lemma 4 we have for the above given integral 
• A t , J tote-1 (y - * / ( / ? - fi0) - z))g(z)d(z) . . . . . . 
•Ž/í 
| o / u » ( c - Ҷ ÿ - . У 7 ( ; 9 - ) 9 ° ) - г ) ) g ( z ) d ( - ) 
D g Ш ^ j ÿ W M ÿ ) d y 
9(У) 
< £ / {lo« 
jє/ ^ l 
/ Ц ^ Ҷ g - A - - ) ) g ( z ) d ( z ) / Ц c - Ҷ y - r ) ) g ( - ) d ( z ) ' 
Í7(У) ° g 5(2/) 
Since fc„(j/) —• 1 for n —> 00 the last integral is - starting with some n0(> MJ) - bounded 
by JM • £ • A So it is sufficient to put r = — | • £ • A 
On the other hand for ft = /3° we have ej(/?°) = e, and hence 
» £ ? E.=l w(cn (ci - e,)) 
which implies tha t for any M € jV we have 
»\\0-m<Kt£{
 6 EL^^Mci-e,)) 






A-«ér g a-í̂ -w) 
- J f-^EL.^-Me^-ě, .)) 
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Assuming tha t /?" is not consistent (together with Condition C) one finds a convergent 
subsequence which is - starting from some n\ - out of the ball {0 6 W : 2\\ft — ft°\\ < 7 } . 
This lead to contradiction. • 
T h e asymptot ic normality of $n(Y) will be proved in the second part of this paper. 
(Received March 7, 1991.) 
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